Kindly note that the following 2 bowling balls are now removed from the USBC Ball list and therefore, are not approved to be used in any official championships/tournaments organized by Asian Bowling Federation/International Bowling Federation.

1) 2016-2017 Purple Hammer
2) Storm Spectre

Subsequently, the above-mentioned bowling balls cannot be used in the 26th Asian Tenpin Bowling Championships hosted by Hong Kong in 2023 from January 8 – 18.

Meanwhile, the 6 Storm balls (as per below) are approved to be used in World and Asian Championships, Multi-Sports Games in Asia, and all PBA tournaments.

1) Storm Phaze 4
2) Storm Electrify Solid
3) Storm Trend 2
4) 900 Global Altered Reality
5) 900 Global Wolverine
6) Roto Grip UFO Alert
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